Year 4
Frozen Kingdom

Science

Geography

Stunning start:

States of
Matter.
Solids, liquids
and gases.
Freezing and
melting.
Condensation
and
evaporation.
The Water
Cycle.

The Northern
Lights.
Global
warming.

Find a map from
‘Shackleton’ –
where is it trying
to take us?
Where in the
world is this?
Why? What
happened here?

Key Texts
Sky Song – Abi
Elphinstone
Shackleton’s
Journey – William
Grill

Electricity.
How
electricity was
discovered.
Identify home
appliances
that use
electricity.
How to stay
safe when
using
electricity.
Construct
circuits and
create
pictorial
circuits.
Investigate
switches.

Arctic and
Antarctic
circle –
animals and
survival.

Mountains
and mountain
ranges.

History

Ernest
Shackleton
and his
expeditions.

Art/DT

Computing

Marbling to
create water
effects.

Keeping safe
online – using
Google’s Be
Internet
Legends.

Art in the
style of that
in
Shackleton’s
journey,
focusing on
the effects
of shading.

Create a
powerpoint
presentation
of our topic
learning –
What is a
Frozen
Kingdom?

Globes, maps,
atlases and
google earth.
Climate zones.
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Islam.
Who was
Muhammad and
why was he
important to
Islam?
The Qu’ran
How Muslims
worship.
Islamic fesivals:
Ramadam,
Eid-ul-Fitr and
Eid-ul-Adha.
Pilgrimage: Dhu
Al-Hijja and Al
Hijja.
Understanding
Christianity.
Gospel
Explore how
Christians are
making the kind
of world Jesus
wanted.
Loving your God,
your neighbour
and putting
others first.
Showing
forgiveness to all.
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PSHE

Being me in
my world –
focusing on
our school
community,
groups and
our
individual
roles within
them.
Celebrating
difference –
acknowledgi
ng
differences
and learning
not to make
assumptions
because of
them.

Literacy

Narrative writing
using the text: Sky
Song (Abi
Elphinstone).
We will be focusing
on five key areas of
narrative:
Settings
Characters
Quest writing
Actions scenes
Resolutions
After focusing on
our key areas will
write our own
‘Quest Story’
inspired by Sky
Song.
Finally, we shall
look at Prologues
and write one for
our own ‘Quest
Story’.
In addition
We shall be looking
at two areas of
poetry:
Performance
poetry
Writing poetry

Music

Using the
song ‘Mama
Mia’ by
Abba,
looking at
beat,
rhythm,
composing
and
performing.
Christmas
songs and
music.

